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difference as much as (actually more than) any process bent on divulging 
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“Use political practice as an intensifier of thought, and analysis as a multiplier 
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term is defined is, in some sense, part of how or why it might matter. To take the 







lation of collective habits and ways of being. Defined in such a way the concept 
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However, the limit of this particular definition of transindividuality, which more 





























and imaginaries, not only ways of conceiving, but also ways of acting, affects, 




superstructure, get rearticulated in different ways. Muriel Combes, in her book 
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economics, but to think of different ways of transforming it as well.
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specific ways under specific historical circumstances.
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cific historical reasons why some people (well, us) are, or should be, particularly 
interested in the question of transindividuality at the present time? Is there any9
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I think that I have two answers to your first question. First, with respect to the 
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attempting to articulate it, differs on two counts. It seems to me that the perennial 

























mined by any given affection, by its relations, encounters, etc: the entire social 
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the first sees the commodification of individuation to be its utter destruction, 














So, Jeremy—my last response seems to offer a good place to turn it around and 
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the same ground but at different angles and with different references (and many 
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So, the first thing that I want to ask about is your notion of ‘Leviathan logic’ 
because I find it to be such an expansive concept, underscoring that it is not just 
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shows a single, giant crowned figure drawn in outline, and inside the outlines, 
dozens of small discrete humanoid figures compose its body (I can never look at 
this without thinking of the Wicker Man…). The giant figure is the state/society 
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the little figures are the individuals who compose it. Hobbes notoriously posits 
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first started to think about this when reading Freud on group psychology. Freud 
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plications of all this when I first read ‘Group Psychology and the Analysis of the 
Ego,’ and this reading was confirmed soon after when I read Mikkel Borch-Jacob9
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and politics, specifically about neoliberalism and what often gets called populism, 
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or right populism, as two different articulations of individual and collectivity. It 
seems that we are living in an age in which politics is reduced to a conflict be9
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collective. How does thinking through transindividuality offer a way out of this, 
or, put differently, what is the prospect of the non-fascist crowd today?
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individual on a different scale—it’s not a different kind of entity by virtue of being 
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relations; it may be affected by external social relations, but it is not ultimately 










































aggregating and dislocating effects of decades of neoliberalism, is to recompose 


















































social-democratic programme that wants to effect social and economic change, 










































ranged against the real enemy of human flourishing—capital and its agents—
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with some rather basic definitions of joy, sadness, love, and hate. The basic nature 
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and bodies” (EIIIPref). After all, geometry begins with basic definitions only to 
arrive at more complex figures. However, as much as the pictures of affective 
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which we are affected” (EIIIP56) and “each affect of each individual differs from 
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dividual. It is impossible to account for an individual’s affective composition in 




system of differences and, in that sense, preindividual. A given way of speaking 
or dressing is nothing other than an articulation of these differences, taking its 
meaning and signification from these relations. This means that the preindividual 
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social media and its influence over elections in the US and elsewhere. Some kind 
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ontology, is one that offers the possibility of being determined otherwise. We first 
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always happens under new and different conditions each time—different ideo9
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